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Trill Soulutionary’s vision and forward-thinking artistic capacity go further than most that
are of similar standing in the industry. His work ethic is incomparable and unstoppable.
While considered a rapper, his versatility for many styles is endless as he refuses to
conform to the status quo, coming through with a tried, tested, and approved style of his
own that deserves its place in the ever-evolving hip-hop industry. As he continues pushing
himself and stretching his imagination, he hopes to continue making more music that is not
only unique but equally accessible by borrowing from deeply relatable everyday life
experiences and performing in a way that his listeners are able to identify with.

He is currently making waves with his latest jam, “Decisions”- a raw, on-the-spot, and
expertly delivered banger with an insane beat that provides a solid backdrop to attractively
complement Trill’s scene-stealing flows.

While his bars are instantaneous and on the spot, he still delivers some nimble and
thought-provoking lyrics that showcase his rise from the depths of trenches to the heights
of stardom, riding this beat the same way he rides his riches.

And let’s talk about that sick beat, man. It has been built around the pounding 808 with
some trap percussion from the signature hi-hats, the heavy bass that rattles the floor, and
snares to create a quality sound that works well with Trill’s masterful imagination.

When we say freestyle rap music, then performances like “Decisions” are what we refer to.
This is the mark of an emcee riding a wave of his own and one that seriously needs
attention because he has that hunger in him to succeed where others failed!

A performance like this is really what distinguishes rappers, as Trill proves that he is much
more than just a rapper; he is an artist capable of delivering in whatever capacity.



Here is your opportunity to listen to some real stuff; follow the link below and run it up for
Trill Soulutionary!

From <https://tempostub.com/trill-soulutionary-decisions/>
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